The paper presents an approach to formulate and solve multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO) problems wherein the system parameters (e.g., material properties, boundary conditions, loads, model prediction errors, etc.) are not necessarily deterministic and are described by probability distributions. The approach uses an adaptive response surface method, based on the fractional central composite experimental design technique and the most probable failure point (MPP) concept. Monte Carlo Simulation is applied to evaluate the objective and constraints once their response surfaces are generated. In this approach the objective is performance-based while the constraints are reliability-based. Consequently, random variables are separated into operational and single-occurrence random variables to properly model the reliabilitybased MD0 problems. Comparisons are made between the deterministic MD0 and RBMDO for the wing shape examples, where we optimize the shape of a transport aircraft wing for maximum cruise range; involving fully coupled aero~-structural analysis and uncertain design variables. Design variables include the shape of the wing characterized as chord, sweep, twist, and airfoil cross section shape. The aero-structural analysis of the wing uses an in-house driver, coupled with aerodynamics and finite element codes. The results show that the RBMDO approach is able to obtain the solution that best balances performance and reliability, considering the range of operating conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The field of optimization has seen rapid advancement from single or uni-discipline optimization (UDO) to multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO) .' This evolution * Senior Scientist, Member of ASCE ' Principal Engineer, Member -of AIAA & ASCE t Senior Scientist, Member of AIAA Copyright 0 1999 by Xiao, Sues, Rhodes. Published by The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Inc., with permission.
to MD0 now allows us to find optimal structural shapes and structural configurations that simultaneously satisfy performance (e.g., aerodynamic efficiency), weight, and safety criteria. The results are designs that achieve higher performance than those achieved using traditional single-discipline optimization, where configurations are optimized independently for each discipline. This evolution to MD0 also enables us to solve more realistic problems of much more practical interest.
The formulation used herein solves probabilistic optimization problems that are posed in the same way that modern MD0 problems are posed, thereby enabling all the benefits of modern MD0 mentioned above. For these problems the objective is to maximize system performance (e.g., cruise range, payload weight, revenue, etc.) while satisfying constraints that ensure reliable operation. Since system parameters are not necessarily deterministic, the objective function and constraints must be stated probabilistically. This class of problems is called reliability-based multidisciplinary optimization (RBMDO) problems. RBMDO can produce designs that are more robust than the deterministic optimum designs because RBMDO explicitly considers uncertainties during the optimization process. In deterministic MD0 we obtain a design that is optimal for the specific set of parameter values used during the optimization. This approach often leaves the designer asking the question: "Will this design perform well under different operating conditions;" or "will this design perform well if as-built dimensions or material assumed during design." P roperties vary from what was .'
The solution of these RBMDO problems requires a different approach than that used in earlier research in reliability-based structural optimization (uni-discipline) wherein the goal is usually to minimize weight (or cost) for a structural configuration subject to a limiting probability of failure or to minimize probability of failure subject to a limiting weight (or cost)."." However, current state-of-the-art optimization problems are no longer formulated in this manner. Current stateof-the-art optimization strategies recognize that optimization problem objective functions must be performance based; thereby requiring solution of Performance based objective functions must also consider aerodynamics and shape parameters, and cannot be simply concerned with reallocating member weights. For the problems solved herein, the objective is to maximize performance over the range of operating conditions, while satisfying constraints that ensure safe and reliable operation. Because the objective is performance based and because the constraints are reliability based, the random variables used in the objective must model variability in operating conditions, while the random variables used in the constraints must model uncertainty in extreme values (to ensure safety). Thus, the problem must be formulated to treat these two different types of variables at the same time, including the case when the same physical quantity (e.g., a particular load) appears in both the objective function and the constraints.
In this study, we modified our existing in-house multidisciplinary stochastic optimization (MSO) shell59g to solve a full featured wing shape optimization problem. Results are compared between the deterministic MD0 and RBMDO cases.
METHODOLOY
An overview of the methodology implemented in ARA's MS0 shell is summarized in Figure 1 . The methodology involves:
(1) response surface development for the objective and all the constraints; (2) stochastic optimization using the response surface, standard nonlinear programming and Monte Carlo Simulation; and (3) refinement of the response surfaces at the optimum for the objective and at the most probable failure points (MPP's) for each constraint. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved.
STAGE 1: RESWNSE SURFACES
To properly simulate the performance of a system that is a function of both single-occurrence and operational random variables we use a dual loop algorithm. Singleoccurrence random variables represent random conditions that occur only once during the lifetime of the system as well as random conditions that assume a fixed value once the system or component has been fabricated. Operational random variables represent conditions that exhibit uncertain changes during operation of the system. In Figure 1 , the MCS actually consists of an outer and an inner loop to model the single-occurrence and operational random variables respectively.
FULL FEATURED WING SHAPE OPTIMIZATION
In order to fully demonstrate the computational methods of our RRMDO, we formulated and implemented a detailed airplane wing design problem. The baseline airplane is a Mach 0.3, 20-seat transport with a payload capacity on the order of 5000 lbs.
Deterministic Analysis Procedure
The RBMDO shell uses a deterministic evaluation function to perform all objective and constraint evaluations. We have developed a driver computer program called cpanel that manages the complete endto-end deterministic analysis. Cpanel includes the following features: 1) geometry and grid generation subroutines to parametrically generate aerodynamic and structural grids for numerical methods; 2) a coupled aerostructural analysis loop that uses aerodynamic and strut tural analysis programs to compute static aeroelastic deformation; and 3) analytic objective and constraint evaluation formulas. 
Design and Other Random Variables
The wing design problem consists of random design variables, operational random variables, and singleoccurrence random variables. In general, problems are formulated such that single-occurrence random variables affect constraint computations but not objective computations.
The design variables themselves can be random, with the mean value being the designed value, and the achieved value being a function of a random distribution about the designed mean.
The wing optimization example includes seven random design variables, given in Table 1 . The table includes the minimum and maximum values as well as the coefficient of variation. All of the design variables have a normal distribution. The uncertainty in the design variables simulates manufacturing uncertainty.
The skin thickness is the average thickness of the upper and lower wing skin, and is used as the thickness of all finite elements used to model the skin. The spar thickness is the average thickness of the wing spar, and is used as the thickness of all finite elements used to model the spar. The remaining variables are basic wing geometric parameters, and are defined graphically in Figure 2 .
In addition to -the seven design variables, the full problem includes ten additional random variables. These variables are given in Table 2 , and are marked as being single-occurrence or operational.
Obiective Function
The range objective is computed using the so-calle! constant altitude, constant airspeed jlight program.
The analytic function for this flight program requires the computation of maximum lift-to-drag ratio (E,,), as well as the lift-to-drag ratio (Ecmirc), and lift coefficient (CLcmix) at the start of cruise. The latter is computed using the coupled aerostructural analysis code described later and is a direct function of the aircraft gross weight, the wing area, the Mach number and altitude. All of these parameters are directly related to random design, operational random, and singleoccurrence random variables, and so CL,misc is also random. In computing the lift-to-drag ratios, we assume a parabolic drag polar and a "typical" zero-lift drag coefficient of 0.025. We approximate an induced drag coefficient using the method of approximate spanwise efficiency and the method of leading edge suction.6 The wing design problem places probabilistic constraints on wing area, takeoff ground roll distance at a maximum lifetime takeoff altitude, and wing root stress in a maximum lifetime upward or downward gust. We compute the takeoff ground roll distance using a piston-prop formul$. We select an approximate value of 2.0 for CLmax in the piston-prop formula, based on carpet plot data presented by Raymer.6 4000-6000 0.20 Truncated Lognormal
We compute the stress values for the stress constraints numerically using a finite element method. This process is described in the following section.
Coupled Aerostructural Analvsis Figure 3 -Structural Spar and End Ribs
The driver program, cpanel, performs a static aeroelastic analysis by calling an external aerodynamics code and an external structural finite element analysis code. The coupled analysis predicts the flexible wing lift curve slope, CL% required for induced drag calculations, and the stress at four distinct points on the wing skin under maximum lifetime upward and downward gust loads.
Prior to driving the coupled analysis, cpanel first generates structural and aerodynamic grids or meshes for the analyses. Figure 3 illustrates the wing, with typical spars and ribs. Figure 4 illustrates the aerodynamic mesh. The sheet of elements behind the wing is a discrete vortex model of the wake that forms behind lifting wings in real flows. The wing elements in Figure 4 also correspond to the structural skin model. Once the geometry is meshed, cpanel executes a sequential set of steps for each static coupled analysis, using the PMARC code' to compute pressure loads on the wing and COMET-ARE to compute deformation of the wing. The aerodynamic analysis is performed on the deformed shape in order to compute a lift coefficient for the flexible, deformed wing.
Stress values at the wing root are read from the COMET-AR results for two extreme loading conditions. Two~upper surface stresses are read for a maximum lifetime upward gust velocity. Two lower surface stresses are read for a maximum lifetime downward gust velocity. Cpanel performs the coupled analyses for these extreme-loading conditions at an adjusted angle of attack equal to cruise angle of attack plus a perturbation due to a gust load perpendicular to the flight path. We use a gust alleviation factor described by Raymer6 to account for the fact that the gust load is a transient effect that is not experienced instantaneously at full force.
This simple static analysis of gust stress is not fully representative of the loadings experienced by real aircraft. First, for a real aircraft, the loading is not steady, and a transient load is experienced. Second, aircraft dynamics play an important role. Third, the wing shape change can trigger flow separation that leads to a completely different loading than the one predicted by inviscid methods. We plan to address these issues in an expanded problem in future work.
Formulation
The mathematical formulation of the wing shape RBMDO problem is described as follows:
Objective: Maximize expected cruise range Subject to reliability constraints:
1. P(upper surface root stress 1 I or ) 2 99.0% 2. P(upper surface root stress-2 I GY ) 199.0% 3. P(lower surface root stress 1 5 O!) L 99.0% 4. P(lower surface root stress 2 5 Or) 1 99.0% 5. P(takeoff distance 5 3,000 ft) 2 99.0% 6. P(wing area 5 600 sq. feet) 2 50.0% where 0) is the skin yield stress. The first five constraints are safety-related and require higher rehability. The distributions of extreme values of the random variables need to be characterized to evaluate these probabilistic constraints. The last constraint is a manufacturing limitation and the only variation is due to manufacturer-tolerances, thus 50% reliability is assigned.
We solve this problem starting from some simplified cases in order to visualize the features of the problem and study the effects of different parameters on the optimal design of the wing shape.
Two Design Variables
Design Variables: Aspect ratio and Semispan, which are the most significant design variables for the objective and constraints.
Four cases with these two design variables are selected as described below:
.
Case A: Six deterministic constraints with no safety factor on yield stress.
. Case B: Six deterministic constraints with a safety factor of 1.5 on yield stress.
. Case C: Six probabilistic constraints. There are five random variables; two of which are also the design variables and three of which are single-occurrence non-design random variables (peak upward gust velocity, peak downward gust velocity and yield stress).
. Case D: Six probabilistic constraints, Two operational random variables, cruise altitude and payload, are added to case C.
For these cases, the other design variables are set at the following constants: tip incidence = 0.0 degrees, taper ratio = 0.625, skin thickness = 0.09 inches, spar thickness = 0.225 inches, sweep = 5.0 degrees. The other non-design random variables listed in Table 2 for the full problem are assigned to their mean values.
The response surface for cruise range as a function of the two design variables is shown in Figure 5 . The figure shows how cruise range is affected by the two design variables, aspect ratio and semi-span. Figure 6 shows the contours of the response surface of the cruise range and six limit states (or deterministic constraints) for Case A. The numbers on the dashed lines correspond to the constraint numbers in the formulation of the problem considered above. The feasible region for Case A is the region that is bounded by the limit states of stress 1 on the upper surface root (constraint number I), takeoff-distance (constraint number 5) and wing area (constraint number 6)*. The solutions for the four cases along with the initial design (point S) are also shown in Figure 6 . It is noted that the contours of the cruise range in Figure 6 are approximate for Cases C and D. The expectation of the cruise range is used for Cases C and D.
The optimum results for the four cases are also summarized in Table 3 .
The following interesting results can be drawn from Figure 6 and Table 3 .
Among the six constraints, only three are active (once a feasible point is found)+ and have potential effects on the optimum. In future work, we will implement a strategy to identify the potentially active constraints by screening all the constraints at the beginning of the optimization process. By doing this, the reliability and optimization analyses will be performed using a smaller set of constraints, resulting in significant time savings.
The initial design (point S) has been improved for all four cases because of the MD0 process.
Comparing the two deterministic cases, point A moves to point' B to maintain sufficient distance from the yield stress limit when the safety factor is added.
Comparing the two probabilistic cases, point C moves to point D, to maintain a greater distance from the limit state; thereby demonstrating the influence of adding additional random variables (i.e., uncertainty in the problem). When uncertainty is added the mean values of the design variables * Note that this is a deterministic interpretation for Cases C and D. Because of uncertainties the location of the limit states is variable (not fixed). The figure shows the limit states using mean values of the random variables except aspect ratio and semispan. Further, when the limit states are functions of different random variables and these random variables are not perfectly correlated, the relative position of the limit states with respect to one another is variable.
' For this problem the probabilistic constraints maintain their relative location because they are correlated by dependence on common variables and upper surface stress is dominant. must move further away from the limit state surface in order to ensure reliable operation under the variable conditions described by the random variables.
Full-featured Wing Shape Problem
Three cases for a full-featured wing shape optimization are selected as described below: l Case A: Six deterministic constraints with no safety factor on yield stress.
. Case B: Six deterministic constraints with safety factor of 1.5 on yield stress . Case C: Six probabilistic constraints. There are seven random design variables and ten non-design random variables as described Table 1 and Table 2 .
The optimization results for all three cases are summarized in Table 4 . The results indicate that the RBMDO strategy is able to successfully find an optimum solution that effectively balances performance and reliability. Comparing the three cases we see that while Case A provides the best performance, there is no safety factor applied, so the design will not be reliable.
In fact, the final row in the table shows that the reliability of one of the stress constraints is only 38% (i.e., probability of exceeding yield stress is 62%), which is obviously unacceptable. Case B, with a safety factor of 1.5 on yield stress, is also able to improve on the original design while meeting the more stringent constraints; however, the safety factor of 1.5 is inadequate to ensure an acceptable reliability. The final row in the table shows that the reliability of the stress constraint is only 96% (still less than the required 99%). This illustrates the pitfall of using deterministic safety factors. There is no information on the true reliability of the structure. Hence, even though a safety factor has been applied, the wing is actually under designed, relative to our required reliability of 99%. Case C, designed using the RBMDO approach is able to improve on the original design and still meet the reliability-based constraint. Although, for this problem the RBMDO results in a design that is more costly than the deterministic MD0 (because the deterministic MD0 does not meet the reliability goal), this will not be true for all cases. It is just as likely (perhaps even more likely) that the RBMDO could result in a less costly design. Table 5 summarizes the values of stresses, takeoffprovides a better design than the one obtained with the distances and wing areas at the optimums for the three deterministic MD0 approach (Case B). As can be seen cases. For Case A the allowable stress is the yield stress of 5.76~10~ psf and for Case B the allowable stress is from Table 5 , the stress ranges at the upper and lower roots of the wing are narrower in Case C than in the the yield stress divided by 1.5 (safety factor) or first two cases. In other words, the load effects are more 3.84~10~ psf. The results for Case C are obtained by uniformly distributed to the components of the wing using the average values for the random design structures -skin and spar, compared to the variables and mean values for the non-design random deterministic MD0 design in Cases A and B. It can be variables. In addition to advantages of the RBMDO seen from Table 4 that the skin and spar thicknesses are method discussed above, the RBMDO approach also not as far apart as those in Cases A and B. Thus, the RBMDO results in a more balanced design. The objective is to maximize expected performance, accounting for all the uncertainties of the seventeen random variables. This objective is subject to six probabilistic constraints, which again includes the uncertainties of the random variables related to these constraints. Therefore, the final wing shape configuration from the RBMDO-based design procedure considers all uncertainties and provides the best performance in a sense of expectation, and meets all the safety and serviceability criteria in a sense of probabilities. These conditions generally force a more balanced design because the aircraft must perform over a range of operating and extreme conditions as represented by the random variables. On the other hand, the deterministic MDO-based design procedure for Cases A and B maximizes the cruise range, using seven design variables while the other ten non-design variables are set as constants_(either reduced by a safety factor, set at the mean or set at an upper/lower bound for the worst combinations). Therefore, the deterministic MDO-based design procedure can drive the optimal point to an extreme location in the global design space and thus result in an unbalanced product configuration like that in CaseB.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an approach for RBMDO. We demonstrate that the method can be successfully applied to a wing design problem. This problem shows that the method works for problems with multiple constraints, multiple random variables, and multiple design variables; wherein, the objective and constraints require coupled aerodynamics and finite element analyses. For comparing RBMDO with deterministic MD0 we optimize the shape of a transport aircraft wing for maximum cruise range; involving fully coupled aero-structural analysis and uncertain design variables. Design variables include the shape of the wing characterized as chord, sweep, twist, and airfoil cross sec&on shape. The aerostructural analysis of the wing uses an in-house, coupled aerodynamics and finite element code. Further, we demonstrate how to properly model the random variables and separately treat operational random variables (those that vary during the normal course of operation of the vehicle and are important for optimizing performance over the many flight hours of the vehicle, e.g., cruise velocity) and singleoccurrence random variables (those quantities that are safety related and effect the constraints, e.g., peak gust).
Our results show that the RBMDO solution provides an optimum design that is improved over the deterministic design in that it is robust and operates more effectively considering the range of operating conditions (e.g., it performs better, on average over the range 01 operating conditions) and provides for safe and reliable operation during off-design conditions. 
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